2nd Inter-Continental Concert (The Cyprus Station):

Inter-Continental Concerts follows two main goals as the essence of its existence: First, having international people, who are cooperating together, getting to know each other’s’ culture and root. (considering the fact that smoothness of music provides a great opportunity for this aim). Secondly, knowing that the beauty of cooperation and sympathy is a valuable humanitarian message, by representing it, Inter-Continental Concerts tends to motivate people to honor this message and spread it.

The title of this performance is “The Cyprus Station”. It refers to the Island of Cyprus which is like a transit station that has provided the Inter-Continental Concerts team the opportunity of being connected to many different individuals from many different countries.

North Cyprus – 2013
InterContinentalConcerts.org
The Music “The Cyprus Station”

The Song “Power of Love”
Producer: Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi
Project Manager: Sam Mosallaeipour

Song and Music Composers: Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi

Music Band:
- Shahed Mohseni: Guitar
- Salar Hamzei: Guitar
- Babak Mabaei: Electric Guitar
- Ehsan Shafiee: Percussion

Vocalists:
- Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi
- Qaiss Rahal
- Yasaman Behshad

Audio/Recording Engineer: Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi

Video Camera:
- Erfan Siavashi
- Sam Mosallaeipour
- Kaveh Rasouli

Photographers:
- Hooman Ghavamzadeh
- Armin Shohrati
- Barış Kemal Kirik
- Burak Derabaşı

Choir Conductor: Chidiebere Nwosu
Choir Group:
- Kanykei Marat
- Minoo Ekrani
- Temilade Adebo
- Maria Tambe
- Lucky Ikediego
- Effiok Edem
- Shedrack Peter
- Christian Paul Ogwu
- George Oham Osinakachukwu
- Seyitan Mazino Leonardo Teidi
- Onodu Esther Onyekachi
- Inameti Ezekiel Inyang
- Raymond Chukwunonso Edi
- Victor Oludara Abidoye
- Ikechukwu Nwaka
- Oduasami M. Racheal
- Benjamin Anyaegbulam
- Boluwatito oluwaeseun Oduyele
- Fadare Omolayo iyabode
- Aigbiremphon Jennifer Airiarebhe
- Linda Rotkangmwa Gowon
- Dooshima Alma Sen
- Charles Chijioke Mmuo
- Emmanuel Chinedu Ayinotu

Edit, Audio Mixing & Post Production: Shahed Mohseni Zonoozi

Performed at Eastern Mediterranean University